
MOHI Mini Mod Explanation 

4 Square Writing / 6 Square Writing !
!                       MOHI Mini Mod!!!!!

What is it? !
! !
4 Square Writing / 6 Square Writing are methods of teaching basic writing skills.  This method is 
applicable across grade levels and curriculum areas.  It can be used for all types of (narrative, 
descriptive, expository and persuasive). !
! !
Prewriting and organizational skills are taught through the use of a 4 square or 6 square graphic 
organizer. This helps focus the students in their writing, including details and enhancing word 
choice. !!
The 4 square organizers are typically used with beginning writers (in the lower grades) and, as 
they develop and improve, move to the 6 square organizers (in the upper grades).  As writers 
hone their composition skills, they are able to brainstorm and organized their thoughts with 
ease.!!
The 4 square or 6 square organizers helps students in their thinking and understanding of each 
piece necessary for writing a successful composition. !!
It is suggested that 4 square 6 square instruction be done weekly (or more often). It is important 
for students to understand the relationship between ideas demonstrated in this writing format 
BEFORE moving on to writing paragraphs. Once the students have this understanding, it is a 
smooth transition to lined paper for paragraph building. !!
The use of connecting words hold the paragraph together and provides transition between 
ideas. !!
Repeated whole class use of the 4 square or 6 square graphic organizer will set the students on 
a firm foundation for writing paragraphs and essays on their own.  !!
The use of 4 square and 6 square writing format does not replace a writing program.  It is part of 
a good writing program.  !!
As a reminder,  good writing program consists of the following: !!
! Brainstorming  - generating ideas!
! Organizing -using the 4 square or 6 square method, for example!
! Drafting -moving ideas from graphic organizer to lined paper for rough or fist draft!
! Revision - revising of content, etc.!
! Editing - editing for spelling, punctuation, capitals, etc. !!!!
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